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Motivation
▪ OpenMP 5.0 metadirective: compile-time selection of directive variants
▪ OpenMP 5.1 user-defined conditions: user-guided runtime selection
1. int v1[N], v2[N], v3[N];
2. #pragma omp metadirective \
3. when(user={condition(N >= 50000)}: \
4.
target teams distribute parallel for map(to:v1,v2) map(from:v3)) \
5. default(parallel for)
6. for (int i= 0; i< N; i++)
7.
v3[i] = v1[i] * v2[i];
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Challenging for users to set conditions

Wavefront Computation Pattern of
the Smith-Waterman Algorithm
Performance of Three Versions of Smith-Waterman
Running on Corona (Intel CPU +AMD GPU)
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Solution: Machine Learning-Driven
Automated Adaptive OpenMP
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Our proposal: declare adaptation directive
#pragma omp declare adaptation [clause[[,]clause]...] new-line.
#pragma omp metadirective new-line.
Clauses:
▪ model (model_type_name)
▪ feature ([modifiers]: list):
— modifiers: range[lb:ub], min_sample_points(constant_exp)
— E.g. feature (range[0:30000], min_sample_points(25): N)
▪ model_name (region_id)
▪ use_model (region_id)

▪ variant_mapping (list-of-mapped-model-region-variant-ids)
— E.g. variant_mapping(2,3)
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Example 1: basic use
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Example 2: primary and associated regions
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A Prototype Implementation
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Runtime Support
▪ Built on top of Apollo

— Originally an auto-tuning extension of RAJA
— Manages each adaptive code region associated with

• Region name (ID) , measured_time, features, active_mode, execution policies(=variants)
— A model in Apollo: can be one of the following types
• A training model: activate different code variants for collecting training data. e.g. round•

robin, random
A tuning model: generated machine learning model, e.g. decision tree

▪ Our extensions
—
—
—
—

Collecting and accumulating profiling data across multiple executions
Automated triggering of model building when sufficient data are collected
Adding a “Static ” training model to support coarse grain adaptation
Using accumulated total execution time, instead of average time, as features
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Runtime APIs
Runtime Function

Functionalities

Apollo* Apollo::instance()

Initializes the runtime and obtain a handle to it

Apollo::Region* Apollo::getRegion (string&
region, int feature_count, int policy_count, int
model_type)

Obtains a managed code region’s internal C++object by its name. If
the region object exists, the function directly returns it. Otherwise, the
runtime creates and initializes it,

Apollo::Region::begin(std::vector<float>)

Starts a timer for the managed code region, using a vector of features
of float type.

Apollo::Region::getPolicyIndex()

Calls the active model (either training or tuning model) associated with
the code region to return a preferred policy ID.

Apollo::Region::end()

Stops the timer for the managed code region and adds information into
the region’s training dataset.

Apollo::~Apollo()

Checks if sufficient training data have been collected and trigger model
building for later re-use. It saves any collected training data and
generated models to disk.
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Compiler Transformation
Runtime Function

Functionalities

Apollo* Apollo::instance()

Initializes the runtime and obtain a handle
to it

Apollo::Region*
Apollo::getRegion (string&
region, int feature_count, int
policy_count, int model_type)

Obtains a managed code region’s internal
C++object by its name. If the region object
exists, the function directly returns it.
Otherwise, the runtime creates and
initializes it,

Apollo::Region::begin(std::vector
<float>)

Starts a timer for the managed code
region, using a vector of features of float
type.

Apollo::Region::getPolicyIndex()

Calls the active model (either training or
tuning model) associated with the code
region to return a preferred policy ID.

Apollo::Region::end()

Stops the timer for the managed code
region and adds information into the
region’s training dataset.
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Compiler transformation: part 2
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Evaluation
• Smith-Waterman algorithm,
• nDiag as the feature, decision tree as the model type
• min_sample_points(val): val = 25, 50, or 100

• M==N:
• [32, 15,000], stride 128, 256, and 512 for training runs
• [160, 15000], stride 256 for production runs
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Execution Time of Different Versions of SmithWaterman on two machines

Corona (AMD GPU)

Pascal (Nvidia GPU)
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Prediction Accuracy
▪ Three methods

— Median: median execution time of 5 runs, then pick the best variant
— Majority vote: pick the best variant of each runs, then majority vote of 5 runs
— Majority vote (Sklearn): same as the 2nd method, but using Sklearn (scikit-learn)
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Overhead Analysis

Execution Time of Baseline, Training and Production Runs on Corona

Overhead Percentage
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Related work
▪ Machine-learning based compiler optimization: extensively studied
according to a survey by Wang et al. 2018
—
—
—
—

Ashouri et al. 2018: a survey on optimization selection and phase-ordering
Fursin et al. 2011: Milepost GCC
Luk et al. 2009: : linear regression to optimize splitting ratio between CPU and GPU
Cummins et al. 2017: DeepTune to guide optimal mapping for OpenCL programs

▪ Autotuning frameworks

— POET, CHILL, OpenTuner, CLTuner, Active Harmony, and so on

▪ Adaptive OpenMP

— Liao et al. 2009: outlining to enable autotuning of OpenMP loops in large codes
— Sreenivasan et al. 2019: a lightweight OpenMP pragma autotuner
— Pennycook et al. 2018: impact of metadirective and declare variant
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Conclusion and future work
▪ A new OpenMP extension: declare adaptation
▪ A set of clauses: model_type, features, primary and associated regions,
mapping of code variants

▪ Preliminary results: effective to automatically build models to guide
selection on different platforms

▪ Future work

— Support more OpenMP regions besides metadirective
— Migrate the implementation to Clang/LLVM
— Evaluate the approach using more applications, on more platforms
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